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Introduction

The production of solar fuels consists of harvesting sunlight as
an energy source to transform a substrate into an energy-rich
chemical through reduction. The reducing equivalents (elec-
trons) are extracted from the complementary semireaction, in
which another substrate (ideally water) gets oxidized. Hence,
the efficiency and kinetics of the overall process undoubtedly
depends on the latter, although the oxidation products typical-
ly have no commercial value. Without a fast and robust oxida-
tion process, solar fuels will never reach market interests.

This is the reason why water-oxidation catalysis has become
such a hot topic, as it is generally considered the major bottle-

neck towards the realization of artificial photosynthesis.
Beyond electric potential requirements, water oxidation is a
very slow process that includes a four-electron transfer and the
chemically challenging formation of an oxygen–oxygen bond.

Several photoactive semiconductors possess appropriately
aligned valence-band levels and a suitable band gap to drive
water oxidation in their photoexcited state.[1] In this context, n-
type metal-oxide semiconductor materials (e.g. , TiO2,[2] Fe2O3,[3]

WO3,[4] BiVO4,[5] etc.) have been extensively studied as promis-
ing candidates to develop this technology, as they present rel-
atively good stability under operation in harsh environments.
From this family, a-Fe2O3 (hematite) is particularly appealing,
not only because its favorable band gap of 1.9–2.2 eV allows
for light absorption in the visible region but mainly because
“rust” is one of the most abundant and cheap materials on
earth.[3, 6–9]

However, its application in photoelectrochemical water oxi-
dation is severely limited owing to its unfavorable conduction
band-edge level as well as its short carrier lifetimes and slow
oxygen evolution kinetics.[8] Recombination in the bulk as a
result of small polaron trapping impedes hole transport to the
semiconductor–electrolyte interface,[10–12] whereas surface-state
trapping causes electron–hole recombination before the oxida-
tion reaction is able to proceed.[13–20]

To overcome the latter, that is, to enhance water-oxidation
kinetics with respect to surface recombination, a common
strategy is to modify the semiconductor surface with a water-
oxidation catalyst (WOC).[9] An efficient hole-transfer catalyst

The realization of artificial photosynthesis may depend on the
efficient integration of photoactive semiconductors and cata-
lysts to promote photoelectrochemical water splitting. Many
efforts are currently devoted to the processing of multicompo-
nent anodes and cathodes in the search for appropriate syner-
gy between light absorbers and active catalysts. No single ma-
terial appears to combine both features. Many experimental
parameters are key to achieve the needed synergy between
both systems, without clear protocols for success. Herein, we
show how computational chemistry can shed some light on
this cumbersome problem. DFT calculations are useful to pre-
dict adequate energy-level alignment for thermodynamically
favored hole transfer. As proof of concept, we experimentally

confirmed the limited performance enhancement in hematite
photoanodes decorated with cobalt hexacyanoferrate as a
competent water-oxidation catalyst. Computational methods
describe the misalignment of their energy levels, which is the
origin of this mismatch. Photoelectrochemical studies indicate
that the catalyst exclusively shifts the hematite surface state to
lower potentials, which therefore reduces the onset for water
oxidation. Although kinetics will still depend on interface archi-
tecture, our simple theoretical approach may identify and pre-
dict plausible semiconductor/catalyst combinations, which will
speed up experimental work towards promising photoelectro-
catalytic systems.
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on top of a photoactive semiconductor is thought to over-
come the kinetic barriers of the sluggish water-oxidation reac-
tion, which boosts the performance of the photoanode.[21, 22]

Consequently, the deposition of a stable and cost-effective
WOC on a photoactive semiconductor material is crucial to
achieve the targeted technoeconomical requirements.

Notwithstanding, the simple combination of such two sys-
tems does not guarantee success. Indeed, detailed studies on
the mechanism of WOCs on iron-oxide photoanodes have
pointed out that most “catalysts”, although enhancing photo-
electrochemical behavior, do not act as genuine catalysts, that
is, they do not provide an effective hole-transfer pathway to
increase the rate of water oxidation by lowering the activation
barrier of the reaction. In many cases, the formation of the
semiconductor/catalyst interface “only” increases the lifetime
of surface recombination by acting as a capacitive layer or by
passivating surface states.[20, 23–25] A thick catalyst layer may
even counteract photoelectrochemical activity by blocking
light absorption or by inhibiting charge transport and ion dif-
fusion from the electrolyte.[26, 27] Moreover, an improvement in
the photoelectrochemical (PEC) performance was also ob-
served for noncatalytic overlayers, such as Al2O3 and Ga2O3,
which either passivate surface states, as in the case of
Ga2O3,[28–30] or change the energetic levels favorably, as in the
case of Al2O3.[31]

The extent to which any semiconductor/catalyst combina-
tion has a chance of success can be predicted by computation-
al methods, which in turn can save much time and efforts to-
wards appropriate interface constructions.

We recently reported that cobalt hexacyanoferrate (CoFe-
PB), a competitive WOC, acted preferentially as a genuine cata-
lyst on top of photoactive BiVO4 thin films.[32] Through DFT cal-
culations, we assigned this behavior to favorable alignment of
the energy levels, allowing CoFe-PB to participate as a viable
bridge between the semiconductor and the water molecules.
This synergy was experimentally assessed with CoFe-PB-deco-
rated photoanodes, which exhibited a + 0.8 V gain in photo-
current and a hole-extraction efficiency above 80 %.[32]

Herein, we report the DFT analysis and experimental valida-
tion of a similar system, the hematite/CoFe-PB (Figure 1) com-
posite photoanode. Computational models indicate that there

is an intrinsic mismatch between these two materials, which
implies that photoelectrocatalytic synergy should not occur.
Indeed, our experiments are in excellent agreement with these
predictions. CoFe-PB-decorated hematite electrodes show only
a small improvement in photoelectrocatalytic water-oxidation
activity that cannot be assigned to genuine catalytic behavior
of CoFe-PB. Most probably, this is due to a surface-state shift
that also shifts the water-oxidation onset to a lower potential.
Such robust computational analysis will be very useful for any
other semiconductor/catalyst ensemble by allowing for prior
assessment of the validity of a proposed interface combina-
tion. These theoretical analyses will facilitate, and even push,
future experimental research in the right direction towards
final optimization of interfaces in photoelectrodes.

Results and Discussion

For efficient hole-transfer catalysis to occur, the catalyst needs
to have its energy levels correctly aligned with the photoactive
material, as schematized in Figure 2 a for the case of the syner-
getic BiVO4/CoFe-PB system.[32] In particular, this indicates that
once the electron–hole pair is formed, the hole needs to be
transferred to the catalyst; therefore, the corresponding levels
in the catalyst need to be higher in energy than the valence
band (VB) of the photoanode. This energy-alignment requisite
is at the core of the process. If this thermodynamic condition
is not fulfilled, as shown in Figure 2 b, the “catalyst” will not
exert efficient hole transfer.

Hybrid density functional theory (DFT) was used to calculate
the electronic structures of a-Fe2O3, CoFe-PB (KCo[Fe(CN)6]),
and a solvated water molecule, as further described in the Ex-
perimental Section. Figure 2 c shows the aligned densities of
states (DOS) of the photoelectrochemical system: the hematite
photoanode (left), the catalyst (middle), and water (right). To
avoid confusion, it has to be noted that the calculated HOMO
must not be mistaken with the electrochemical H2O redox po-
tential, although a linear relationship may exist.[33–35]

The calculated band gap of 1.95 eV for a-Fe2O3 matches well
with its experimental value of 1.9–2.1 eV (Figure S6 in the Sup-
porting Information).[6, 7] This shows that the hybrid functional
HSE03-13 %, which includes 13 % of exact exchange and which
was previously optimized to match the electronic properties of
CoFe-PB,[32] is also adequate to describe the electronic struc-
ture of a-Fe2O3 and follows previous indications by Pozun and
Henkelman.[36] The VB edge of hematite consists of both O 2p
and Fe 3d t2g antibonding orbitals, which hybridize as a result
of longitudinal lattice distortion along the main axis of the
hexagonal unit cell (Figure 1). Hybridization of the strongly cor-
related Fe 3d levels and the bandlike O 2p levels in the VB was
also found by photoemission studies and allows ligand-to-
metal charge transfer by photoexcitation.[37, 38] The distortion of
the FeO6 octahedra in the lattice also stabilizes the empty
Fe dz2 orbitals along the principal axis, which thus forms the
conduction band (CB) minimum (together with a small Fe 4s
contribution).

If a photon is absorbed, an electron of the O 2p VB will be
excited to the Fe CB by a charge-transfer transition, as was

Figure 1. Representation of the crystal structures of a) the trigonal-hexago-
nal unit cell (space group R3̄6), b) the predominant (0 0 1) surface facet (top
view) of hematite (a-Fe2O3), and c) the cubic unit cell (space group F4̄3m) of
CoFe-PB (KCo[Fe(CN)6]).
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seen in several X-ray photoemission and absorption studies,
which hence leaves a hole in the VB that is then available for
water oxidation.[37, 39–41] The highest electronic state, that is, the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), of water lies at
the same energy (within the computational error of ⌃0.1 eV)
and, thus, is readily available to accept the hole at the Fe2O3

VB. From a thermodynamic viewpoint, disregarding kinetic ef-
fects and surface requirements, the hematite VB edge and the
H2O HOMO levels match adequately to induce electronic over-
lap, which is a necessary requirement for efficient electron
(hole) transfer to take place. Nonetheless, small polaron effects
and surface recombination prevent the efficient use of the
hole.[10–20]

The CoFe-PB catalyst, however, has its filled Co d t2g states,
responsible for water oxidation,[32, 42] slightly below the Fe2O3

VB edge (Figures 2 b, c). Therefore, there is no thermodynamic
driving force to favor hole transfer from Fe2O3 to CoFe-PB and,
subsequently, to H2O. This, in turn, does not mean that charge
transfer to the catalyst will not occur. The Fe t2g states, which
lie approximately 1 V above the Fe2O3 VB, do not directly par-
ticipate in the water-oxidation catalytic reaction, nor are they
involved in the formation of the CoFe-PB/Fe2O3 interface. The
strong CN binding from cyanide’s C site makes the Fe centers
inaccessible to coordination. Moreover, their electronic levels
are far above the water HOMO, which excludes electronic over-
lap, required for water oxidation to occur. At finite tempera-
tures and in an electrochemical environment, the CoFe-PB
electronic levels, which lie close to the Fe2O3 VB, may accept/
donate holes from/to Fe2O3/H2O. All the same, the probability

of CoFe-PB to have a true catalytic function, providing a faster
hole-transfer pathway, on top of a hematite photoanode is
negligible owing to level-alignment considerations. According
to the DOS levels (Figure 2 c), it is clear that there is an intrinsic
mismatch, as the Co t2g hole-acceptor level of CoFe-PB is at
lower energy than the valence band of hematite. This indicates
that hole transfer is neutral or slightly uphill and, thus, does
not favor catalysis. Nevertheless, other beneficial effects of a
CoFe-PB “catalyst” on hematite cannot be excluded. Tunnel-
ing[43] and hopping between sub-band-edge states within the
barrier layer[44] have also been reported to describe charge
transfer between photoactive and catalytic materials if the
energy levels are not correctly aligned.

We also performed experiments to assess the validity of
such a prediction. Nanostructured Zr-doped hematite films
(see the Supporting Information for more details) were modi-
fied with the CoFe-PB catalyst by a sequential coating method
at room temperature, as previously described.[32] The hematite
electrode was submerged first in a ferricyanide solution and
then in a cobalt chloride solution (both at neutral pH), which
promoted the growth of the insoluble cobalt hexacyanoferrate.
For our experiments, we generally used between three and six
dipping cycles. Increasing the number of cycles did not signifi-
cantly alter the photoelectrochemical performance of the pho-
toanodes (as shown in Figure S3).

The electrodes were characterized by scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) (Figure S4) and high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM, Figure 3), both combined with
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy. A total Fe/O ratio

Figure 2. Energy-level alignment of a) a synergetic photoanode/catalyst interface: BiVO4/CoFe-PB and b) a noncatalytic photoanode/catalyst combination:
Fe2O3/CoFe-PB. c) Densities of states of a-Fe2O3 (left), KCoFe[(CN)6] (middle), and a solvated H2O molecule (right) aligned by their O 2s bands. Filled electronic
states are represented by filled areas. The CoFe-PB valence band edge is set as the zero energy level, that is, the given electronic levels do not coincide with
electrochemical potentials, which are potential differences measured against a reference electrode.
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of 32:68 is found, which is in good agreement with the Fe2O3

stoichiometry. More consistent evidence for the formation of
Fe2O3 is provided by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis (see Figure S5 and Table S2). The amount of the CoFe-

PB catalyst is less than 1 % and cannot be detected under SEM
conditions. With HRTEM, however, cubic CoFe-PB crystallites
can clearly be found on the Fe2O3 surface (Figure 3 b, c). Their
Co/Fe ratios are found to be between 50:50 and 60:40 by EDX
spectroscopy, and they all lie in the stoichiometric possible
range of 1:1 (KCo[Fe(CN)6]) and 3:2 (Co3[Fe(CN)6]2).[32, 45, 46] The
presence of CoFe-PB on the surface is further confirmed by
XPS, as described in the Supporting Information. Catalyst dep-
osition does not show a significant influence on the optical
UV/Vis absorption or band gap of the hematite semiconductor
(Figure S6).

The photoelectrochemical behavior of the photoanodes was
examined by cyclic voltammetry (CV) under chopped and con-
stant illumination (Figure 4) in neutral (pH 7) potassium phos-
phate (KPi) buffer (0.1 m) solution. In the anodic scans at
50 mV sˇ1 (Figure 4 a, c) an apparent cathodic shift in the pho-
tocurrent onset potential of 0.3 V can be seen. Nevertheless,
scanning in the cathodic direction (Figure 4 b) reveals a much
smaller improvement in the photocurrent, which indicates that
the apparent shift in the water-oxidation onset in the anodic
direction is the result of the capacitive effect of the CoFe-PB
layer, as the difference in anodic and cathodic scans for bare
Fe2O3 is negligible. Indeed, scanning the CoFe-PB/a-Fe2O3 elec-
trode at lower scan rates (Figures 4 c and S7) significantly de-

Figure 3. a) Electron micrographs obtained by HRTEM of a scratched CoFe-
PB/a-Fe2O3 electrode with b, c) magnifications of the CoFe-PB crystallites
found on the surface.

Figure 4. The j–V curves of CoFe-PB/Fe2O3 (red) and bare Fe2O3 (black) in 0.1 m KPi buffer solution at pH 7. a) Anodic and b) cathodic CV scans under chopped
light (1 sun) at a scan rate of 50 mV sˇ1. c) Anodic CV curve in the dark (dotted thin lines) and under light (thick solid lines) collected at scan rates of 50 (thick
solid lines) and 2 mV sˇ1 (blue dashed line). d) Steady-state j–V curve extracted from the electrochemical impedance analysis data.
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creases the observed photocurrent, whereas the scan rate
barely affects the current density–voltage (j–V) behavior of
bare hematite (Figure S7). Moreover, from the steady-state j–V
curve (Figure 4 d), which can be extracted from electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis, as well as from scans at
very low scan rates, the “real” photocurrent onset potential
shift of 0.1 V can be determined. In here, the voltage needed
to attain a photocurrent of 0.01 mA cmˇ2 was taken as the
onset potential.

To gain mechanistic understanding of the effect of CoFe-PB
on hematite photoelectrodes, PEC experiments were per-
formed in the presence of hydrogen peroxide (0.5 m), which
was found to be an optimal hole scavenger for hematite.[15]

Under these conditions it is assumed that all holes that reach
the surface will be rapidly injected into solution and no elec-
tron–hole recombination will take place at the semiconductor–
liquid interface.[15] Figure 5 a shows the photocurrents obtained
with and without a hole scavenger under illumination at pH 7,
and Figure 5 b shows the calculated charge-transfer efficiencies
as a function of applied potential (see Supporting Information
for calculation details).

The measured CV curves in hole scavenger solution do not
show significant differences, which implies that an equal
number of holes reaches the semiconductor/electrolyte inter-
face for both bare and CoFe-PB-modified hematite; thus, their
charge-separation efficiencies are similar. This, in turn, implies
that charge mobilities in the bulk and band bending are not
affected by surface catalyst modification. Consequently, it can
be safely claimed that surface modification of Fe2O3 by CoFe-
PB does not alter its bulk properties. The photocurrent onset
in hole scavenger, that is, without surface recombination, is
equal to the flat band potential (VFB) and is approximately
0.6 V versus reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE).[47]

The charge-transfer efficiency of CoFe-PB/Fe2O3 reaches its
maximum at approximately 1.35 V versus RHE, whereas for
bare Fe2O3 it is maximal at 1.57 V versus RHE. The magnitude
of 60 %, however, is equal for both bare and modified Fe2O3.
This indicates that the CoFe-PB catalyst does not improve
charge transfer to the electrolyte but that the catalyst shifts it

to a lower potential, which is in line with the observed catho-
dic shift in the onset potential.

EIS measurements were performed to further investigate the
effect of the catalyst layer on the photocurrent. The obtained
Nyquist plots systematically show a single arc in the dark and,
thus, were fit to a simple Randles’ circuit,[48] whereas two arcs
are obtained under illumination at high potential (see Fig-
ure S8). This is due to a different, indirect charge-transfer
mechanism taking place, in which holes are trapped in surface
states and are then transferred to the electrolyte.[17, 23, 49] It is ap-
parent that the potential at which indirect charge transfer
starts to occur is lower for CoFe-PB/Fe2O3 electrodes than for
bare Fe2O3, as also described in the Supporting Information.
These EIS data can be fit to a previously established equivalent
circuit that accounts for indirect hole transfer via hematite sur-
face states and that is shown in Figure 6 a.[17, 23, 47, 49] The equiva-
lent circuit elements include the contact-dependent series re-
sistance (RS) ; the trapping resistance (Rtrap) (Figure 6 b), which
describes trapping of charges into the surface state; the
charge-transfer resistance (RCT) from the surface state to the
electrolyte (Figure 6 b); the space-charge capacitance (CSC) of
the bulk semiconductor (Figure 6 c); and the surface-state ca-
pacitance (CSS) of the hematite surface traps (Figure 6 d).

The resistances Rtrap and RCT (Figure 6 a, b) are not influenced
by the amount of catalyst on the surface. The trapping of
holes into the surface state (described by Rtrap) is not affected
by the catalyst at all ; this is in good agreement with the infor-
mation provided by the experiments with the hole scavenger
(Figure 5), for which no significant changes in the bulk proper-
ties of Fe2O3 are identified. On the other hand, hole transfer
from the surface states occurs at lower potentials, in accord-
ance with the cathodic shift of the onset potential (Figure 4)
and the calculated charge-transfer efficiency (Figure 5).

The bulk capacitance of hematite CSC (Figure 6 c), which re-
sults from band bending in the space-charge region, seems to
decrease slightly upon increasing the number of dipping
cycles during deposition. This, however, can be attributed to
having less Fe2O3 surface area exposed to the solution in the
CoFe-PB/Fe2O3 anode as more CoFe-PB is added. With Mott–
Schottky (MS) analysis (see the Supporting Information), the

Figure 5. a) Anodic CV curves of CoFe-PB/ Fe2O3 (red) and bare Fe2O3 (black) in 0.1 m KPi buffer (solid lines) and 0.5 m H2O2 (dashed lines) solutions (both at
pH 7) recorded at a slow scan rate of 2 mV sˇ1 to exclude catalytic, nonfaradaic current. b) Calculated charge-transfer efficiencies for both systems at pH 7.
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flat band potential and the doping density of hematite were
determined. As expected, the flat band potential, VFB = (0.5⌃
0.05) V versus RHE, is independent of the CoFe-PB catalyst,
which proves that CoFe-PB does not change the band posi-
tions. It differs by approximately 0.1 V from the photocurrent
onset potential in the presence of a hole scavenger (which
gives VFB = 0.6 V vs. RHE) (Figure 5) owing to inaccuracies in
the MS description for highly doped materials, as described by
Zandi et al.[50] A flattening or horizontal shift in the MS curves,
which was previously attributed to Fermi-level pinning,[17, 23] is
not observed here. The high annealing temperatures (800 8C)
employed in this study are partially thought to passivate sur-
face states and unpin the Fermi level, an effect that is also
seen in the comparatively small photocurrent transients (Fig-
ure 3 a, b).

Figure 6 d shows the surface-state capacitance (CSS) values of
bare and CoFe-PB-modified hematite photoanodes. The magni-
tude of CSS is not affected by CoFe-PB; hence, the “catalyst”
does not passivate surface states. It can be seen clearly
though, that the deposition of CoFe-PB shifts the surface state
to lower potential. Hence, we conclude that the observed
cathodic onset potential shift originates from shifting the sur-
face state, which initiates indirect charge transfer through the
surface states at a lower potential than for bare Fe2O3, and

this, in turn, is due to oxidation of the CoFe-PB catalyst. A simi-
lar effect was found for Ga2O3 overlayers on hematite.[28] Fur-
thermore, the trends followed by the two capacitances includ-
ed in the model validate the selection of this equivalent circuit
to fit our experimental results.

Although the energy-level alignment (Figure 2) does not
favor hole transfer to the catalyst in its ground state, an ap-
plied external potential can initiate charge transfer to the cata-
lyst in the surface, and this creates the oxidized CoIIIFeIII states
in CoFe-PB.[46, 51] This transfer takes place at lower potentials
than hole transfer to the surface state, which could also ex-
plain the cathodic shift in the surface-state capacitance.

Another important issue is related to the interfacial adhesion
of Fe2O3 and the CoFe-PB catalyst. The larger the surface in
contact between the photoanode and the catalyst, the more
paths available for hole scavenging. As shown in a recent
study by Shao-Horn et al. , water wetting strongly influences
the charge-transfer properties from/to the electrolyte/catalyst
interface and, therefore, crucially determines the dynamics of
the catalytic surface reaction.[52] A similar principle applies to
the “wetting” of the catalyst on the semiconductor surface,
which leads to hole transfer to the solution.

The micrographs in Figure 3 show that the nanoparticles are
essentially nonwetting the oxide surface, which thus limits the

Figure 6. a) Equivalent circuit model used to fit EIS results obtained under 1 sun irradiation at higher potentials when indirect hole-transfer occurs. b) Charge-
transfer (circles) and trapping (triangles) resistances of bare Fe2O3 (black) and CoFe-PB/Fe2O3 (red). c) Bulk and d) surface state capacitances of bare (black)
and CoFe-PB coated (red) Fe2O3 semiconductor photoanodes. All spectra were obtained at pH 7 (0.1 m KPi buffer) and 1 sun irradiation.
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number of hole-transfer paths. The reasons behind the poor
wetting can be traced back to the crystal structure of the com-
pounds. The most common surface termination of hematite is
hexagonal (Figure 1 b); however, the termination of PB is cubic,
and this leads to lattice mismatch. Having incommensurate
crystal facets minimizes the number of Cǒ O F̌e bridges at
the interface, which are needed to enable hole transfer. Hence,
catalyst “wetting” is another aspect that may be studied in sili-
co and is linked to interface engineering that is crucial to its
performance.

Conclusions

Light-harvesting semiconductors, which can transform sunlight
into an electric-field potential as the driving force to produce
fuels, are promising candidates for large-scale application of ar-
tificial photosynthesis technologies. However, they need to be
coupled to an appropriate catalyst for the reaction to be effi-
cient and fast enough. Generally, electron–hole recombination
is faster than chemical transformations.

Beyond interfacial engineering requirements, there will be
an important contribution from the correct alignment between
the electronic levels from both the semiconductor and the cat-
alyst. In this manuscript, we demonstrated how appropriate
level alignment could be used to shed some light on possible
charge-transfer pathways and, hence, to determine the applic-
ability of a possible co-catalyst, as exemplified in the hematite/
cobalt hexacyanoferrate case.

Although the applied DFT analysis used the simplified model
of bulk structures only and did not include real electrochemical
interfaces, it clearly showed that there was an intrinsic mis-
match, as the catalyst hole-acceptor level was below the va-
lence band of hematite in the energy diagram. Consequently,
hole transfer to the catalyst was neutral or slightly uphill, and
thus, there was no thermodynamic pathway for the generated
holes in hematite to be transferred to the catalyst. This sug-
gests that hole transfer to water, and thus water oxidation cat-
alysis, is more likely to occur directly at the semiconductor sur-
face. Nonetheless, different hole-transfer pathways, such as
tunneling or hopping between sub-band-edge states, may be
considered.[43, 44] In good agreement, our experiments indicated
that CoFe-PB decoration on top of hematite electrodes did not
lead to a relevant enhancement in the photoelectrocatalytic
performance. We assigned the small enhancement to longer
lifetimes of electron–hole surface recombination as a result of
the hole-scavenging character of the interface, which shifted
the surface-state capacitance to more cathodic potentials.
Water oxidation still preferentially occurred on the hematite
surface as observed in different hematite/catalyst systems.[23, 24]

Therefore, the theoretical model of simple energy diagrams
could predict the feasibility of this (and any other) junction. In-
terfaces may be engineered and improved, but if the process
is thermodynamically uphill, their improvement is not due to
an improvement in catalytic efficiency. For bare hematite in
particular, finding a suitable true catalyst is a difficult task, as
hematite has its valence band edge maximum very close to
the HOMO of water. An appropriate co-catalyst would need to

have filled electronic states between the valence band (VB) of
Fe2O3 and the HOMO of H2O, which are available for water oxi-
dation (next to having accessible coordination sites). A better
strategy could involve shifting the VB of Fe2O3 to lower ener-
gies, which could be achieved by suitable dopants[36] or surface
modification with overlayers.[31]

In this line, analogous computational studies indicate that
the favorable alignment of a photoactive semiconductor and
catalyst (e.g. , CoFe-PB/BiVO4) leads to a remarkable increase in
performance,[32] which corroborates the validity of our theoreti-
cal approach.

Experimental Section

Materials

Iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4 H2O, >98 %), zirconyl chloride
octahydrate (ZrOCl2·8 H2O >99 %), and potassium ferricyanide
(K3[Fe(CN)6] , �99.0 %) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, and
cobalt chloride hexahydrate (CoCl2·6 H2O, �98.0 %) was purchased
from Fluka Analytical. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, �99.9 %) and hy-
drogen peroxide solution [H2O2, 30 % (w/w) in H2O] were obtained
from Sigma–Aldrich. The buffer solution was prepared from potas-
sium phosphate monobasic and dibasic (KH2PO4, �99.0 %; K2HPO4,
�98.0 %; Sigma-Aldrich). High-purity (Milli-Q) water was obtained
with a Millipore purification system (Synergy) and was used for all
solutions. Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass slides were
purchased from Hartford glass (15 W cmˇ2).

Synthesis of hematite electrodes

Thin-film hematite electrodes were prepared by a simple and cost-
efficient electrodeposition method, based on a description by
Shaddad et al. ,[53] but with varying calcination conditions as in
Refs. [50, 54]. Prior to deposition, FTO electrodes were ultrasonicat-
ed and then thoroughly cleaned with water and ethanol (isopropyl
alcohol). Zr-doped metallic Fe was deposited from a solution of
20 mm FeCl2·4 H2O and 0.9 mm ZrOCl2·8 H2O in DMSO by applying
a constant potential of ˇ20. V vs. Ag/AgCl (3 m KCl) for 6 min.
After carefully rinsing the films with Milli-Q water, the electrodes
were calcined in air by heating up to 800 8C for 9–10 min, which
was followed by rapid quenching at room temperature.

Sequential CoFe-PB coating

The CoFe-PB catalyst was deposited by sequentially dipping the
hematite electrodes in reactant solutions of 0.02 m K3[Fe(CN)6] in
H2O and 0.04 m CoCl2 in H2O, as we recently reported for BiVO4

photoanodes.[32] First, the electrodes were dipped in [Fe(CN)6]3ˇ so-
lution for 10–15 min with slow stirring, so that the negatively
charged iron cyanide complexes could bind to the Fe2O3 surface.
Afterwards, the electrodes were thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q
water and were then dipped in the Co2 + solution, again for 10–
15 min with stirring to form CoFe-PB complex structures. The se-
quence was repeated at least two times to ensure significant
CoFe-PB deposition. In all shown measurements, 3–6 repetitions
were applied, which did not change the PEC behavior of the elec-
trodes (see Figure S3 b).
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Synthesis of CoFe-PB electrodes

For the sake of comparison, CoFe-PB/FTO electrodes were pre-
pared by following the hydrothermal method described by Han
et al.[42] In this method, CoOx was first deposited by heating
Co(NO3)2 and carbamide in an autoclave at 1208 (10 h) and was af-
terwards derivatized to CoFe-PB in K3[Fe(CN)6] solution at 608 (1–
3 h).

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) measurements

PEC experiments were performed with an Eco Chemie Autolab po-
tentiostat coupled with NOVA electrochemical software. A typical
three-electrode cell consisted of the hematite photoanode as the
working electrode, a Pt wire or mesh as the counterelectrode, and
a Ag/AgCl (3 m KCl) reference electrode. All potentials were con-
verted into the pH-independent reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE) by using the Nernst equation [Eq. (1)]:

VRHE à VAg=AgCl á V 0
Ag=AgCl á 0:059 � pH

with V0
Ag=AgClÖ3 m KClÜ à 0:21 V

Ö1Ü

To normalize the measured current (in A) to a current density j in
mA cmˇ2, the electrode geometrical areas were determined by the
graphical software ImageJ 1.50i. If not stated otherwise, the experi-
ments were performed in a 0.1 m solution of potassium phosphate
(KH2PO4) buffer at pH (7⌃0.1). The pH was determined with a
CRISON Basic 28 pH meter. Hole-scavenger experiments were per-
formed in 0.5 m H2O2 solution (pH 7), which was described to be
an effective hole scavenger by Warren et al.[15] A 450 W Xe arc
lamp with an AM 1.5 solar filter (Sciencetech Inc.) was used to sim-
ulate sunlight of 100 mW cmˇ2 (1 sun). If not otherwise mentioned,
cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans were typically performed at a scan
rate of 50 mV sˇ1 until a stable signal was reached. For the CoFe-PB
modified electrodes, approximately 2–3 CV scans were needed to
stabilize the signal, but not for bare hematite. All hematite electro-
des were illuminated from the electrolyte from the top of the hem-
atite surface. This ensured a small mean free path for photogener-
ated holes, as hematite is well known to have very small hole-diffu-
sion lengths between 2–4[55] and 20 nm.[56] Impedance data were
collected between 10ˇ1 and 406 Hz by using a 20 mV amplitude
voltage perturbation and were analyzed with ZView software
(Scribner associates). Steady-state j–V curves were extracted by
monitoring the stabilized current at each applied voltage during
the impedance measurement.

Structural and optical characterization

Morphologies, particle sizes, and chemical compositions were de-
termined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a JSM-7000F
JEOL FEG-SEM system (Tokio, Japan) equipped with an INCA 400
Oxford EDX analyzer (Oxford, UK) and operating at 15 kV and a
JEM-2100 JEOL transmission electron microscope operating at
200 kV that also contained an INCA 400 Oxford EDX analyzer
(Oxford, UK). Prior to the SEM experiment, the samples were sput-
tered with a 2 nm thick layer of Pt. Surface analysis was performed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) by using a Specs
SAGE 150 instrument. The analyses were performed by using non-
monochromatic AlKa irradiation (1486.6 eV) at 20 mA and 13 kV, a
constant energy pass of 75 eV for overall analysis, 30 eV for analy-
sis in the specific binding energy ranges of each element, and a
measurement area of 1 î 1 mm2. The pressure in the analysis cham-

ber was 8 î 10ˇ9 hPa. The data were evaluated by using Casa XPS
software. The energy corrections of the spectra were performed
considering a reference value of C 1s from the organic matter at
284.8 eV. UV/Vis spectra of the electrodes was recorded with a
Cary 300 Bio spectrometer (UV0911M213). Absorbance and band
gaps were calculated as described in the Supporting Information.

Computational details

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed by
using the Vienna Ab Initio Package (VASP)[57, 58] on the model struc-
tures of stoichiometric KCo[Fe(CN)6] and a-Fe2O3 (Figure 1). Al-
though real CoFe-PB is a nonstoichiometric compound, its elec-
tronic structure is not expected to vary from the ideal KCo[Fe(CN)6]
structure.[59] However, a difference occurs owing to a change in the
magnetic configuration, which is discussed in the Supporting Infor-
mation. As pure density functional theory has proven insufficient
to describe correctly the electronic structure of Prussian Blue type
materials[60] and as DFT + U cannot unambiguously predict an ex-
plicit U-term needed to compare materials with different transi-
tion-metal centers,[60, 61] a modified hybrid functional based on the
HSE03 functional,[62, 63] but including only 13 % of exact Hartree–
Fock (HF) exchange, was employed.[32] More information about the
functional is given in the Supporting information. Projector Aug-
mented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials with small cores, expanding
valence-subshell containing s and p electrons, ensured sufficient
flexibility and were used for all metal atoms in the lattice.[64, 65] For
structure optimizations, a G-centered k-point mesh was used, and
valence electrons were expanded in plane waves with kinetic ener-
gies up to 500 eV. Single-point calculations to obtain more accu-
rate electronic structures were performed with a kinetic cutoff
energy of 600 eV and denser Monkhorst–Pack k-point grids with
3 î 3 î 3 (CoFe-PB) or 3 î 3 î 2 (Fe2O3) k-points.[66] Water was calcu-
lated with the same scheme. For this, a single H2O molecule in an
asymmetric box (14.5 ä î 15 ä î 15.5 ä) was solvated through a
continuum model. The implicit solvated water was represented
through the MGCM method.[67, 68]

All structures and calculations were uploaded to the ioChem-BD
database, from which they are openly accessible.[69–71]
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